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We all know that Homo sapiens is the name what the zoologist gave to human beings. But due to the soul inside them (exhibited by 

their behavior pattern, nature etc.) differentiate them among animal, devil and even god besides a human being. Why this happens – 

scientists may have the answer in the form of the gene while spiritualists may cite the upbringings by parents (Sanskara) being the 

reason for their different behavior. But both bases miserably fail to explain two offspring’s of same parents (Genetical structure) and 

same family situations (Sanskara) displaying diametrically opposite characters so far as nature or behavior patterns are concerned viz 

Ravan & Bibhishan. We are yet to get the suitable and reliable technique by which we can differentiate various human beings. Further 

human beings being the most intelligent creature of God displays surprisingly quite different behavior patterns in different situations 

with different persons. So we can say all human beings have a distinct humanity code ingrained based on which their behavior can be 

predicted in a given situation with persons of different or same humanity code. 

Eureka !!!                 Eureka !!!                      Eureka!!! 

God is kind enough to provide us the solution of this knotty (or even Naughty) problem which will be quite useful for the humanity 

in general. 

Recently I had a miracle and met God (Lord Shiva) in person for the second time in my life. My earlier encounter happened at Kolar 

near Bangalore on 25th May 1987. I was mocked at whenever I discussed with my friends about this incident. I have studied science 

and didn’t believe anything defying logic (sense organ). So, in my second encounter, I requested God to do something so that I may 

not be mocked at again. He agreed and gave knowledge about the crux of humanity with all its manifestations. He also gave me three 

instruments in all ( one for married male, one for married female & one for an unmarried person) called Humanity Instruments so that 

I may be able to prove what I am able to see. He told me - “As your character resembles with SHANI who was blessed with 

VAKRADRISHTI, I am blessing you with BHAGYADRISTI “. From then I am able to read the destiny of people but only of married 

people above 40 years of age (after getting due permission from Him) or otherwise directed by Him.  

The knowledge imparted by Him as I could note down, salient points of which are as follows:  

 Like all manufacturing company stamping Barcode (a token indicating its ingredients) on its products, He also stamps on the 

forehead of all human beings some words in its various permutations and combinations depending upon nature and behavior 

characteristics to be displayed by them during their lifespan. 

 These words are nothing but three words- ॐ (Om), नमः (Namah) and शिवाय (Shivay) in Devanagari script irrespective of his 

religion, nationality or global locations. So, I believe I will be able (with Reading capability) to tell all people globally. 

 The no. of words differentiates human beings as Animal, Devil, God or Human Being. If there is no word the person is either 

Devil (if married) or God (if unmarried). If there are more than 5 words- animal & if 1 to 5 words- human being. Of all 

human beings we see, 7% are animals, 2.9% is the devil, 0.1 % is God and remaining 90% are human beings. 
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 Human beings having 3 words are the best, 1 word, 5 words, 4 words and finally 2 words being the last- quality wise. 

 Like a computer, the given instruments gives observations only in 0(circular motion) for both Om & Namah & 1 (linear 

motion) for Shivay. 

 This humanity code in words is called Destiny Mantra while expressed in numbers is called Spiritual Configuration, latter 

being very useful for peaceful conjugal life.  

 If wife & husband share different spiritual configuration they are bound to be divorced/ live in different houses. So, if 

unmarried persons with matching Spiritual configuration marry, there will not be any divorce anywhere in the world. 

 Further, depending on Destiny Mantra, Human Beings are classified in 54 categories with various traits and the sum of 

spiritual configuration also plays a role in the quality of human beings or animals even, deciding the position in their hierarchy 

as per charts are drawn by Him. 

MIRACLE ARTICLES HAVE MIRACULOUS BEHAVIOR 

All these instruments gain momentum meaning they gradually form bigger and bigger circles (when in a circular motion) and similarly 

gradually longer amplitudes (when in linear motion). From where it gains energy is a mystery which various scientists have not been 

able to unravel till now. Till then we may say that Basic Theory of Science, “Energy can’t be created or destroyed but only can be 

transformed “is a failure. 

 He had also given some specific tasks to be completed so that deteriorating condition of humanity can be checked. 
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